
Voyager 10.1.0 Release Resolved Issues
Ex Libris Confidential

This Excel file contains a list of all the issues that were resolved for the 
Voyager 10.1.0 release April 2018.

See the List of Resolved Issues worksheet.

General documentation for this release:
https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/

https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/
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Summary Release Notes Comments Component/s Key
CAT: Special Character Entry/Mode 
sometimes unavailable

Keep the Edit Mode alive when the user 
clicks on mnuRecord. When the user 
then goes back to mnuEdit, the special 
character mode is still available.

Cataloging

VYG-4499
Bib_text.title has incorrect 0x1F Modify the logic to extract the subfield 

text from any bib record field by correctly 
calculating the size of the text to be 
extracted.

Cataloging

VYG-4664
WebV: error in EndNote export 
configuration file

Title is output in end note as a label. OPAC
VYG-4679

WebV: "Search results were truncated" 
text cannot be changed

Allow the user to customize the "Search 
results were truncated" message in the 
pageProperties.xml file under ui.

OPAC

VYG-4740
PpatronExpX and Patron Export Service 
do not export Patron Barcode

Export the patron barcode modified date 
when it is available.

XML Patron Update
VYG-6401

CAT: Titles Index grid sometimes 
truncates field display

The resize function is now called 
regardless of the number of titles 
retrieved.

Cataloging

VYG-6687
Blank patron note when discharge note 
also enabled

Create new popup display for patron 
popup.

Circulation
VYG-6739

CIRC: phone numbers don't save when 
creating duplicate patrons

The phone numbers of a duplicate 
patron, if modified, are correctly updated.

Circulation

VYG-6790
Customer gets "Could not reorder fields" 
when attempting to reorder

Fixed the Cataloging client to correctly 
handle communication with VXWS using 
the HTTPS protocol.

Cataloging

VYG-6910
WebV: EndNote export format spacing 
inconsistent

Align label and data columns output in 
EndNote export

OPAC
VYG-6931

WebV: Call Number redirect adds 
additional browse modifier to search 
code and encodes the URL encoding

Use '+' when forming the call number 
redirect URL to prevent double encoding 
of the '+' character

WebVoyage

VYG-6983
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Summary Release Notes Comments Component/s Key
When using a location with an & in 
Advanced Search, Tomcat does not 
remember location after hitting "Edit 
Search"

When editing an advanced search using 
a location limit, special characters such 
as "&" now display correctly.

OPAC

VYG-6986
BULK: Update previously loaded only 
uses first call number in hierarchy

Call number generation stopped at the 
first field in the call number hierarchy. If 
not found in the incoming record, the 
next field in the hierarchy is now tried.

Bulk Import, System Administration

VYG-7024
Java error "Error fetching patrons" when 
using the -i flag with a list of patrons for 
XML Patron Purge

Fix patron purge with the -i option to 
allow the purge to complete.

Batch Jobs, XML Patron Update

VYG-7027
Add mod_evasive for Apache to allow 
better response to distributed attacks

Fixed as per the request in the 
description.

WebVoyage
VYG-7093

Patron Schema XSD does not define 
historicalFineAmount

Provide the actual patron schema used 
by the patron service on the Developer 
Network.

XML Patron Update

VYG-7107
Blank patron barcodes result in invalid 
XML on export, errors on import

Generate a patron record that has 
incomplete barcode information, in the 
error file with the appropriate error code.

XML Patron Update

VYG-7108
Cannot search for & add line items to 
invoice if PO number contains tab 
character

When a tab character is present in the 
purchase order number, all the line items 
can still be retrieved.

Acquisitions

VYG-7109
XML Patron Export adds invalid XML for 
patron phone when phone number is null

Skip blank phone number output in the 
patron export.

XML Patron Update

VYG-7130
Blank patron note result in invalid XML 
on export, errors on import

Remove a blank patron note in the 
patron export output.

XML Patron Update
VYG-7133

Red Hat/CentOS 7 - oracle is not shut 
down by systemd

Oracle processes are now properly shut 
down.

VIK/Packaging
VYG-7147

Pick and scan is removing "Suppress in 
OPAC" data from records when using 
"OK to export"

The solution is to always send the value 
of the flag, if true, even if NO CHANGE 
has been selected.

Pick and Scan

VYG-7241
BookbagService API responds with error Update example on Developer Network 

to show correct input syntax.
Developer Network, VXWS

VYG-7255
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CAT: barcode justification is inconsistent 
in hierarchy display

The column that displays the barcode is 
set to left justified regardless of the 
barcode being numeric or alphnumeric.

Cataloging

VYG-7269
Transactions for fund do not appear 
immediately

Allow the list of transactions to be 
refreshed after one has been added.

Acquisitions
VYG-7315

Line items created in Voyager 10.0 
cannot be marked from PO Recv/Mark 
button

Fixed in the Acquisitions client code. Acquisitions

VYG-7318
Google books not showing when using 
HTTPS

Make JavaScript compatible with either 
http or https.

OPAC
VYG-7346

Offline charge popup and charge menu 
terminology not consistent

The message was corrected to use 
"Upload" instead of "Restore" to match 
the actual menu selection.

Circulation

VYG-7352
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